OD
MAKING YOUR VOD CONTENT REACH FURTHER

With VUOD from VUALTO, you can deliver your VOD content library securely and across all
devices. Using the latest streaming servers, we can provide an automated workflow with full
integration into your existing systems. Hosted in your Cloud or fully managed by VUALTO, we
ensure consistent and scalable delivery to your global audiences.

OD FEATURES
> FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW
Enables customised VOD workflows to be
configured exactly to your requirements, using
our simple API to control ingest, encryption
and delivery.
> JUST-IN-TIME
Deliver pre-processed VOD files or encrypt
and transmux just-in-time, using latest
streaming servers such as Unified Streaming
to provide HLS, HDS, MSS and MPEG-DASH.
> SCALABLE
Able to cope with large volumes of VOD titles,
our ingest and packaging process uses a
fully scalable and resilient task engine. Our
caching mechanisms protect the Origin from
unnecessary CDN requests.
> INGEST MANAGEMENT
We provide an Admin GUI and Workflow API
to allow ingest management, fault monitoring
and webhooks to client systems during the
ingest and packaging process.

CLIENT

OD BENEFITS
> DRM INTEGRATION
Encrypt at source or encrypt just-intime using VUDRM to apply Widevine,
PlayReady, FairPlay Streaming, Primetime,
AES or call out to your existing DRM
provider.
> THIRD PARTY INTEGRATION
We can integrate with your own CMS or
APIs or alternatively, we have ready made
integrations with your chosen commercial
media management applications.
> PLAYER SUPPORT
Deliver VUOD with our VUPLAY player
integration solutions, including web players
and SDKs for iOS/tvOS and Android.
> FULLY MANAGED
Can be delivered on a fully managed
basis in VUALTO’s Cloud Infrastructure or
developed for you to manage in your own
infrastructure.

Provides the ability to set up a custom VOD delivery workflow in a
short time scale.
Integrates with VUDRM and other DRM providers to ensure secure
content delivery.
Allows VOD content to be played online or offline across multiple
devices.
Our infrastructure and architecture knowledge ensures a robust,
scalable and optimum delivery.
Provides close communication with client systems to receive
packaging instructions and send call backs, ensuring smooth
integration with your chosen software.
Professional services completely customised to fit your exact
requirements.
We can provide ongoing 2nd and 3rd line support for your
technical teams, with health checks and monitoring of your
streaming servers, including Origin, CDN and DRM.
We have an in house NOC team who work 24/7 alongside our
Developers, to monitor the VUALTO CONTROL HUB platform and
its encompassing products. This enables us to tackle any potential
issues as they happen, ensuring stable, consistent and high quality
streaming for your viewers
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